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The pr•esent invention relates to photographic appai,a.tus. 

One object of the invention is to create a. photographic 

apparatus of such small dimensions that it may be carried in 

the vest pocket. 

Another object of the invention is to construct the appa

ratus in such manner that protruding portions a.re avoided as 

much as possible. More particularly the usual rotatable handle 

for.feeding the film,is eliminated. 

Another object of the invention is to cons.truct the appa

ratus in such manner that the lens and the view-finder are pr.otec, 
·,.,': . 

,ted when the apparatus i:s not used. 

One embodiment of the invention is shown in the annexed 

li'ig. l is a perspective view showing the photographic 

according to the present invention, in normal position •. 

F':tg~ 2 is a perspective view sho".'ing the same apparatus 
, ·.: '' :~ ,- . . ' 

.. ~ ..• eX:terid.ed position, ready .for use. 

Ftg. 3 1s a perspective view showing the same apparatus. 

f:f,;:~1ii\· i~6ttii1fa,e lower side, the lower wall being still more p1,tlled out 

uncover the chambers for the film. 

Fig. 4 is a longitudinal section through the same apparatus 

larger scale, taken along the line IV-IV in Fig. 9. 

Fig. 5 is a plan view showing the upper side of the appara

after the upper wall has been"broken away. 

6 is ,a corresponding front view partly in section. 

7 i.s the same front view but shows tl').e details in 

8 is a cross section taken on the line VIII-VIII in 

Fig~ 9 is a longitudinal,section taken on the line IX-IX 

in Fig. 2. 

Figs •. 5 to 7 are on a larger scale than Fig. 4, an~.Fig.8 
is on. a still larger scale. Fig. 9 is in the same scale a~ ~ig.4. 
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Refer,r•ing now to the c.lr•awings, the tv,o. bodies forming the 

casing of the apparatus are indicated by la und lb. 'l'he two 

bodies la and lb are of an oblong shape and the latter is movable 

in the fonner in the longitudinal direction. '.rhe relative motion 

of the bodies in the direction from each other• is limited by a 

suitable stop 60. 'l'he exterior of the apparatus is shovm in 

Figs. 1 and 2. In these figures 2 indicates a button by which 

the shutter mechanism is released, 3 is the graduation for setting 

the lens to dif.ferent distances, 1~ is the graduation for setting 

the time of exposin3 /the speed of the shutting movement/, 5 is 

the window for the graduated disc counting the number of the 

pictures exposed, 6 is the lens and 7 is the view finder. The 

lower side and the rear side of the apparatus in extended position 

are shown in Fig. 3. In this .figure the ocular of the view

.finder is indicated by 8. Mor•eover, in this figure the lower side 

of the inner body lb is uncovered, as the cover le is drawn out, 

so that the chambers 40 for the film rollers as well as a coupling. 

member 21 for rotating one of said rollers are visible. 

Now the shutter mechanism will be described, which is 

operated when the two bodies of the casing are dravm apart and 

p~shed together. The shutter consists ~fa thin sheet metal 

. strip 9 w1?,ich is connected with the outer body la by means of a 

spring 12. The shutter 9 1s slideably mounted 1n a slot in the 

~nnel" l;lody lb and has an opening :(0 mov.a.ble past the lens 6. The 

shutte:r 9 has an extension fo1~med with a. hook 9a. By means of 

tll±shoek the.shutter 9 cooperat,s with a catch lever 14 mounted 

on a.' I:1:J,n lLi-a in the inner body lb and carrying the button 2. A 

drawing spring ll~b is connected to the lever 14 1n such manner 

that tl;le left end o.f the lever 1s yieldingly pressed upwards 

· /Fig. 6/. The shutter 9 also cooperates with a retarding mecha

nism located in the inner body lb a.pd comprising_ a retarding 

lever 35 mounted upon a pin 390 A torsional spring 39a surroun-
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: ,he pln 39, 1a oonneoted to the lever 3e in auoh mamae~ 
·" 

Ghat lt ten4a to turn the lever 3e in a oounter-olookw11e 41reot1on 

/fts. r,/. Thie leve:r 35 oarrlea a toothed segment 38a engaging 

a sear wheel 36 aeou:red on a toothe4 wheel 37 oooptl"&ting with 

a double »awl 38. '!he wheel 36 and the pawl 38 ton a meohan11• 

ot the well-tnon clock eaoa:peme nt t119. !rhe lever 35 oarrle• a 

J1n 3G'b J1"03eot1n& thro1J8)1 tbe u»»•:r wall ot the bo4T lb aD4 

ar:rangecl in auoh aumer that 1 t _,. •• eug&Be4 b7 a o• '6a 1eoue4 

to the ••b•I" oarr)'1ng tu gra4uat1oa, tor tla.e 41stanoe. Betweea 

1ille ■latter t Qd the llDI 6 a plate 11 11 looatet wh1oh 11 IIOUNd 

to the oat•~ bodJ l!. an4. aenes to »revent the lens ti-oa 'beiDB 

uooTerecl whea the abutter aeollaai• 11 'beJ.Dg teuioDt4. 

!hi 4n1oe now deaor1'be4 aota u tollow1: 

Aa1'11dq that the a:,»uatu 11 lhut, then tu llook 9!. ot tu 

,xt;emet, tllat 1a whea tu luff 'bo~ l}. la moTec\ outwu41 ta tu 

.q_ out•! -•~ 1.9 to the ;poa1t1oa ahon in fig.a, alao the 1Jmtt1r 9 

11 •T•t 111 tJla 1- 41reotloa .. the luer bo41' llt, tea1lontng the 
,._ . ' -
~~1111_11. then the a»»uatu1 hu atta1ael 1t1 Mat ezteate4 :,oal-

tJ•~, t!le »late ~11re1eat1 an 0'9alng lla ta tNBt et the l•u 6. 

Ho•••••• the o,.alN 10 ta tlut 1huttei- 9 doea not lie 111 front ot 
. • .• .•. -a·,. ,. ' • , . 

the,' 1••· ...... -••id• the .... , aa •••• ln l'lg. 7. !hu, 1D thl• JO-
·-,, .. ·., ,,,•' .·• .,, ':, -- . ',· . 

slt1on.tn 1••• 6 1• ooTe:tet. It, now, the buttoa a 1a 4eJre11et 

t• 1hutte» 9 ta released ant moTe1 oTer the leu 6, whloh •111 be 
' ,, • < 

~xp•a~~ to tlle :tlght wJlan tu o:,eatng 10 of the uutte» 1ae••1 tu 

_ •»-~M 11!• When t!le ahattezi 9 h&I attainel lta :po11 tlon ot reet, 

tu l•na 6 acaJ.a 11 OOTel'el, &I ■hon ln J'ig. ,. !hen the apJQatu 

aq be alm.t. 

wo~4 ~•o•e~ the lena 1t ut the »late 11 ... ;p:rov14e4, whloJJ. ooye:n 

the 1••• 4urlng the aoTe■ent ot the o,eD1ag 10 J&at the leu 6. 

~~ ~lg. 5 the ret&H.1118 •ohaD11a tor the shutter 1• ahowa 

1a tlle »••ittoa oorn1:,ond1DB to 'the ahorieat t1111 of ezi,011ng. 

Dea tlle »lo~ 1hall 'be •XJO••t tor a longer tl• the oaa •• 11 

t•••~ ta a olookWf.ae !1n,ot1on, aacl tort~ following deaor1Jttoa 

I aaaume that the ou •~ ta dlreoted more downwards 1n P1gui-e a. 
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This figure illustrates the lever 35 and the shutter 9 in their 

positions after the releasing of the latter. In these positions 

the hook 9a prevents the lever 35 from being swung to engagement 

with the cam 4a by the torsional spring 39a,,.. When the apparatus 

is pushed together the left end of the lever 35 is disengaged from 

the hook 9a and is swung counter-clockwise by the spring 39a, 

and simultaneously the wheels 36,37 are rotated clockv1ise by the 

sector 35a of the lever 35 until the rotation is stopped by the 

engagement of the pin 35b with the cam 4a. This is the initial 

position of the retarding mechanism and this initial position is 

determined by the position to which the cam 4a was set. When the 

apparatus now is extended nothing does occur but the tensioning 

of the shutter 9 which in the normal position of the apparatus 

was engaged by the catch lever 14. Upon disengagement of the lever 

14 by depression of the button 2 the shutter 9 moves freely to the 

left until it engages the left end of the lever 35 which then 

is swung in a clockwise direction from the engagement with the 

cam 4a until the lever 35 has attained the position shown in 

·Fig. 51. During this turning motion the lever rotates the wheels 

36,37 in a counter-clockwise direction·, and during this rotation 

of the wheels controlled by the double pawl 38 in well-lmow:n 

manner, the lens is uncovered by C!):enmg 10;. 1hen, the shutting motion 

of the shutter 1s completed and the lens is covered. Now, the 

apparatus may be pushed together s_o that the lever 35 may swung 

to engagement with the cam 4a. Evidently, the time du:r1ing which 

the lens is uncovered corresponds to the position from which 

the lever 35 begins its rotation in a clockwise direction. 

It is evident that the reciprocating motion operates the 

shutter mechanism, that is tensions the shutter spring. However, 

also the feeding of the film is effected by this reciprocating 

motion. For this purpose to. the right end of the outer body la 

/Fig. 9/ a member 19 is attached which in the embodiment shown 

is formed as a rack. In the inner body lb the film rollers 61 
·-6-
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and 62 are located in the chambers L~o /Fies. 3 and 9/. 'l'he film 

feeding roller 61 i,s by means of a coupling member 21 and a uni

directional feeding-and-stop pawl mechanism 23,24 connected to 

a plate 20 rotatably mounted in the inner body lb. This plate 2P 

has a toothed portion 20a and an arm 31 for cooperation with the 

rack 19. Also a returning spring 30 for said plate 20 is arranged. 

The starting position of the plate 20 is defined by a lever 29 

engaging a projection 32 on the plate 20 and operated in such 

manner that at the feeding of the film due compensation for the 

increase of the diameter of the film roll will be attained. For 

this purpose a helical cam 50 attached to the disc 5a counting 

the number of pictures exposed, is cooperating with said lever 

29, and an spring plate 33 is secured to said member 19 which 

plate 3.3 serves to turn the disc 5a by means of a step-by-step 

motion. When the apparatus is shut the member. l~j'f.eeds the film 

ang. also operates the disc 5a thus causing a compensation for the 

:t.nc,;-E:Jase in diameter of the film roll. When the apparatus is 

e:JC.t~nde<l. the film feeding mechanism is brought into position for 

next feeding of the film. This mechanism for feeding the film 

for compensation for the increase of diameter of the film roll 

described and claimed in my'co!'pending patent application 

e.nti tle.d 11Improvements in film feeding mechanisms for photo-

. gl'aph:1.c apparatus" and filed at the same date as my present app

lication. Some features shovm and claimed in that application 

az,e also shown and described in the present application. 

· When the apparatus is shut /pushed together/ the lens 6 as 

weli ~s the view-finder 7 together with the ocular 8 are pro-

by portions of the outer body la /Fig. 4/. Only in ex:. 

tended position the.~ens and the view-finder are uncovered, the 

leri.1:1 b1 an opening 10 in said portion of the body la and the 

view.,.:f,:Jnder on account of the fact that it then lies outside the 

outer body la /see also Fig.;2/. Thus, the lens and the view-

finder are uncovered by the extending motion of the apparatus • 

.. 7 -
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The f~lm is pressed against the picture window only when , 
the appar1.1.tus is in extended position. For this purpose a member 

16 /Fig.4/ is arranged behind the lens 6. This member 16 formed 

as a plate is mounted in an opening in the inner body lb and is 

movabl.e to and fro the film 26. The outer body la has an inwardly 

extending projection 18 in such pos~tion that it lies opposite 

to the member 16 when the apparatus is extended. By means oifl a 

spring 17 said projection 18 then presses the plate _16 against 

the film, which is thus p1,essed 0.eainst the picture window. 
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Having regard to the foregoing disclosure, the patent; of 

which this specification foi>ms part coni'ers, subject to the con

ditions prescribed in the Patent Act, 1935, the exclusive right, 

privilege and liberty of making, constructing, usint5 and vending 

to others to be used, the invention as .tlefined in claims sub

mitted by the p:tentee as follows: 

Claims. 

1. A photographic apparatus comprising, in combination, a 

casing which consisbs of two bodies reciprocating in each other~ 

a lens the axis of which is perpendicular to the direction of 

reciprocation of said bodies and which is located in one of said 

bodies, a film feeding mechanism arranged in the same body as the 

lens, a shutter movable before the lens and connected with the 

other body by means of a spring, a catch mechanism locatelh in the 

same body as the lens to engase the shutter when the two bodies , 
are pushed together and to tension the shutter mechanism when the 

two bodies are moved apart, and a member secured to the same body 

to which the shutter is penusrently connected and adapted to 

operate said film feeding mechanism when the two bodies are 

pushed together. 

2. A photographic apparatus comprising, in combination, a 

casing which consists of two bodies reciprocating in each other, a 

lens the axis of which is perpendicular to the direction of reci

'
procatiou of said bodies and which is located in one of said bodie~ 

, - 8 -
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a film feed in£:; mechanism arranEed in the sam.e body as the lens, 

a shutter movable before the lens and connected with the other 

body by means of a spring, a catch mechanism J.ocatecl in the same 

body as the lens to engu 6e the shutter when the two bodies are 

pushed together and to tension the shutter mechanism when the 

two bodies are moved apart, a member secured to the same body 

to which the shutter is permanently connected and adapted to 

operate said film feeding mechanism when the two bodies are 

pushed together, and a sheet plate on the body to which the 

shutter is permanently connected which sheet plate protects the 

lens when the two bodies are pushed together. 

;. A photographic apparatus comprising, in combination, a 

casing which consists of two bodies reciprocating in each other, 

a lens the axis of which is perpendicular to the direction of 

reciprocation of said bodies and which is located in one of said 

bodies, a film feeding mechanism arranged in the same body as the 

lens, a shutter movable before the lens and connected with the 

. other body of means of a spring, a catch mechanism located in the 

·same body as the lens·to engage the shutter when the two bodies 

tire pushed together and to tens.ion the shutter mechanism when the 

two bodies are moved apart, a member secured to the same body to 

which the shutter is permanently connected and adapted to operate 

said film feeding mechanism when the two bodies are pushed 

together, a view-finder in the body carrying the lens, and a 

·sheet plate on the body to which the shutter:ispermanently secured 

whi.ch sheet plate protects the view-f'inder when the two bodies 

are pushed together. 

4. A photographic apparatus comprising, in combination, a 

cafling which consists of two bodies reciprocating in each other, 

a lens the a.xis of which is pi:irpendicular to the direction of' 

J;>ecipr<?cation of said bodies 1md which is located in one of said 

bodies, a film feeding mechan:tsm arranged j,,n the same body as the 

- 9 -
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lens, a shutter movable before the lens and connected with the 

other body by means of a spring, a catch mechanism located in 

the same body as the lens to en3age the shutter when the two bodies 

are pushed together and to tension the shutter mechanism when the 

two bodies are moved apart, a member secured. to the same body to 

which the shutter is permanently connected'and adapted to operate 

said film feeding mechanism ·v,hen the two bodies are pushed together, 

a press member for the film behind the lens which member 1s mountec 

in the body carrying the lens and which is movable to and fro the 

film, and a projection on the body to which the shutter_ is per

manently connected which projection is adapted to press said 

press member against the film and, thus, the film against the 

picture window only when the bodies are drawn apart. 

5• A photographic apparatus comprising, in combination, a 

casing which consists of two bodies reciprocating in each other, 

a lens the. a.xis of' which is perpendicular to the 9-irection of reci:

prqc~,~,;on of said bodies and which is located in one of said 

. bodj,~s;. a f:t;lm feeding mechanism arranged in the same body as the 

le.ns,. a shutter movable before the lens and connected with the 
' ; - . 

other body by means of a spring, a catch mechanism located in the 

same body as the lens to engage the shutter when the two bodies 

· . are pushed together and to tension the shutter mechanism when the 

two bodies are moved apart, a member secured to the same body 

to which the shutter is permanently connected and adapted to 

o:p~tate said filni feeding mechanism when the two bodies are pushed 

'togeth,er, .and a plate between the lens and the shutter said plate 
.- ... , .. · .',.,, ' 

be:l.rte; secUJ;>ed· to the body, to which the shutter is permanently con-

ne~t:d, and. covering the lens in all relative positions of the two 

bod;ies except the most extended position. 

Signed, at Riga this /'l/1,,day of November 1937. 

/Walter za;;J 
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INVENTOR: 
WALTER ZAPP 

Certified to be the drawings referred to 
in the specification hereunto annexed. 

Montreal December 7, 1937. 

By: 

. 
Attorneys. 
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in the speo1f1cat1on hereunto annexed. 
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